
using 
pinterest for 
personal style
q u i c k-sta rt  g u i d e



You can start with a single board, but I find it helpful to divide into 

different boards based on the different wardrobes you have.

If you wear completely different clothes to work than you do on the 

weekends, have a weekend board + work wardrobe board.

If you wear completely different things in winter than you do in the 

summer, have seasonal boards.

If both of these apply to you, you can have work warm weather, work 

cold weather, casual summer, and casual winter etc.

Although our style cores don’t change, our style sprinkles do change in 

different circumstances and that is what we are using the boards for.

the set-up
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Go through and add outfits you like to your boards. You can use the 

12 places for inspiration list on the next page. You can also add photos 

of your own outfits you love, photos you take of magazines or store 

mannequins—anything you like.

There’s two parts to using Pinterest for personal style:

First, we add to the board(s) in the ways mentioned above.

Second, we refine it. Scroll through and see if you really like the idea of 

wearing what you’ve pinned—can you see yourself wearing it, does it 

make you feel the way we want to feel? Sometimes we get caught up 

in pretty pictures—totally cool, just go ahead and delete them or move 

them to a less-focused board so you can keep this one laser focused.

*extra credit* if you don’t love the outfit as a whole, make a note in the 

description of what you do love about it to make this really clear for 

yourself.

the problem with Pinterest: everyone is wearing heels all the time (at 

least it can feel like that.) We’ll cover heel substitutes in style science 2.0—

know there are ways to wear whatever you see on Pinterest without the 

sky-high heels.

Now you’re ready to identify some style sprinkles!

the task
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outside sources
1. Your favourite style blogs

2. lookbook.nu (a website where people post their outfits—you can search by seasons, 

descriptions, or geographic location)

3. Print magazines – snap a photo on your phone and upload via the Pinterest app

4. Store catalogues – snap a photo of physical catalogues, or search for “lookbooks” on 

their website

5. Instagram – screenshot + upload through the Pinterest phone app! 

- your fave stylish people 

- hashtags (like #springstyle or #minimalstyle) 

- style accounts @ootdmagazine, @lookbook, @ootdpage, @wearit_loveit, @chictopia, 

@aboutalook, @inspiringoutfit, @streetstyleinspirations

Within pinterest

6. Search for style descriptors like “boho”, or “romantic outfit”, or “spring style”

7. Search for pieces you already own – for inspiration for how to style them

8. Search for pieces you are thinking of buying – to see if they will fit in with your 

current closet

9. Search for celebrities whose style you love (or whose shape matches yours)

10. On pins you love, click on the pin + scroll down to the related pins

11. Find stylish pinners whose style you love + go their account boards to see what 

they are inspired by

12. All the pins from your favourite blogs – type in: “pinterest.com/source/URL of blog” 

to see all the pins from that website. ex. pinterest.com/source/rebeccajacobs.style
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sources for style inspiration
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